We consider Callan, Giddings, Harvey and Strominger's (CGHS) two dimensional dilatonic gravity with electromagnetic interactions. This model can be also solved classically. Among the solutions describing static black holes, there exist extremal solutions which have zero temperatures. In the extremal solutions, the space-time metric is not singular. We also obtain the solutions describing charged matter (chiral fermions) collapsing into black holes. Through the collapsing, not only future horizon but past horizon is also shifted. The quantum corrections including chiral anomaly are also discussed. In a way similar to CGHS model, the curvature singularity also appeared, except extremal case, when the matter collapsing. The screening effects due to the chiral anomaly have a tendency to cloak the singularity.
When we try to construct the quantum gravity theory, black hole evaporation provides a serious problem. A quantum mechanically pure state which describes gravitationally collapsing matter to form a black hole, evolves into a mixed quantum state, which describes Hawking radiation.
1 There are several scenarios to solve this problem of the loss of quantum informations. Hawking gave a most radical proposal that the black hole completely evaporates and the quantum coherence is lost in the gravitational collapse. On the other hand, 't Hooft has proposed that Hawking radiation carries off informations about the quantum states of the black holes. 2 Another conservative proposal is that the process of the collapse and the radiation leaves a stable remnant which carries the information of the initial configuration of the system. 3 However, if the remnant has the mass of order the Planck scale, gravitational effects would produce the light remnants in pair and the lifetime of stars would be shorter than observed. Therefore the mass of the remnants should be macroscopic. A candidate of such remnants is the extremal black holes of Reissner-Nordström solutions. 4 The extremal black holes have vanishing temperatures and the space-time metric is not singular everywhere.
Recently, Callan, Giddings, Harvey and Strominger have investigated an interesting toy model of two dimensional gravity. 5 In this model, the gravity couples with a dilaton and conformal matter fields. They found classical exact solutions, including the solutions describing the formation of a black hole by collapsing matter. Furthermore Hawking radiation and the back reaction of the metric can be described by adding correction terms to the classical equations of motion. The correction terms derive from the conformal anomaly of the matter field. It was also argued that the quantum correction would remove the usual black hole singularity.
Several groups, 6, 8, 9 however, pointed that gravitational collapse always leads to a curvature singularity. Susskind and Thorlacius have found massive static solutions with zero temperature but they have shown that a decaying black hole cannot evolve into one of them.
In this paper, we couple electromagnetic fields to CGHS dilatonic gravity in a special way. This model can be also solved classically. Among the solutions describ-ing static black holes, there exist extremal solutions which have zero temperatures.
In the extremal solutions, the space-time metric is not singular and these solutions should be analogues of four dimensional extremal Reissner-Nordström black holes.
We also obtain the solutions describing charged matter (chiral fermions) collapsing into black holes. Through the collapse, not only future horizon but past horizon is also shifted. We can also discuss the quantum corrections by including chiral anomaly. When the matter collapses into a black hole, except the case that the resulting black hole is extremal, the curvature singularity also appeared in the quantum theory in a way similar to CGHS model.
We start with the following action,
Here φ is a dilaton field and Ψ j = ψj 0 's are N left-handed complex fermions. g A is a U(1) electromagnetic gauge coupling constant and D µ is a covariant derivative.
If we fix a = −2, this action, except the fermion part, describes an effective field theory derived from string theory. 10, 11 In this paper, we choose a = 2, which allows us to exactly solve this model classically. When we fix the gauge freedom of reparametrization invariance by the conformal gauge,
and that of U(1) gauge symmetry by the following light-cone gauge condition
the action (1) reduces into
Here F +− = −∂ − A + . The metric equations are given by
The Maxwell equations are
We also obtain dilaton and matter equations of motion,
The general solutions of Equations (5) - (9) are given by,
Here we have fixed the residual gauge symmetry of reparametrization by choosing the condition φ − ρ = 0, which is given by a sum of holomorphic function w + (x + ) and anti-holomorphic function
Now we consider solutions with ψ j = 0. A special solution describing a dilaton vacuum is given by,
We have more general solutions,
Here M λ is an integration constant andλ is defined bỹ
The solutions (12) tell that the metric has a singularity when M λ −λ 2 x + x − = 0 and there appear horizons x + x − = 0. Therefore, if C = 0, the solutions (12) describe charged black holes. The structure of space-time is similar to that of the Schwarzschild black holes and simple in contrast to the Reissner-Nordström black hole solutions in four dimensions. Note that the singularity vanishes wheñ λ 2 = 0 when we fix M to be finite, although the solution corresponds to a massive ⋆ and charged object. This solution could be a natural anologue of extremal
Reissner-Nordström black hole solution. In fact this solution has a vanishing temperature and this solution could be a candidate of solutions describing black hole remnants. 6 The temperature can be found by changing the coordinates
and Wick rotating t −→ iτ . The resulting metric is given by
The geometry approaches to Euclidean flat space-time when r goes to ∞, ds 2 ∼ dr 2 + dτ 2 , and the metric has a following form when r → 0,
Since the metric is not singular if and only if τ has a period of 2π λ , the temperature T is given by,
This equation (17) tells that the extremal solutions, which correspond toλ 2 = 0, have a vanishing temperature. This result should compare with CGHS black holes, which have a common non-vanishing temperature λ. Whenλ 2 < 0, the temperature is imaginary and the naked singularity appears.
If we fixM =λ 2 M to be finite and redefine the coordinates x ± by,
we obtain the following metric, in the limit ofλ 2 → 0,
The curvature is given by,
and we find that there appears a singularity when
The solutions (10) can also describe charged matter (chiral fermions) collapsing into black holes. As an example, we can consider a charged shock wave which is given by,
Then the solution is given by,
Hereλ ′ and B are defined by,
Whenλ ′ = 0, the metric (21) in case x + > x + 0 corresponds to the metric in Equation (20). Note that there appears a singularity even in caseλ ′ = 0. )(
Note that not only future horizon corresponding to
, but past horizon, where
, is shifted by the shock wave. In the original paper by 't Hooft, 2 the shift of only future horizon was discussed in four dimensional black holes. The shift of the past horizon, which is observed in this paper, would suggest that charged particles collapsing into Reissner-Nordström black hole in four dimensions could shift the past horizon. The meaning of the shift will be dicussed in the forthcoming paper.
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In the original paper by CGHS, they found that the Hawking radiation and the back reaction of the metric can be described by adding correction terms to the classcal equation of motion. The correction terms come from the conformal anomaly. Now, since we have chiral fermions, the terms which come from the chiral anomaly should be also added. Then the total quantum action S q is given by,
Here S c is a classical action in Eq. (1) . By adding new degrees of freedom Z and Y , we write the actions in local forms. By choosing the gauge fixing conditions (2) and (3), the classical equations of motion (5) - (9) are modified as follows,
The dilaton and matter equations of motion (8) and (9) are not modified,
We also have Z and Y equations,
The modified Maxwell equation (28) can be solved with respect to Y as follows
By substituting this equation (31) into Equation (30), we obtain,
This equation tells that electromagnetic fields become massive due to the screening effects by fermion loops. This screening effects make the field strength F +− decrease in the asymptotic region and increase near the singularity. Therefore we can
e 4(φ−ρ) F 2 +− becomes x ± dependent and could be negative in the horizon. If the metric is effectively given by Equations (2) and (12) even in quantum theory, the singularity could disappear due to this screening effect.
Equation (29) can be also solved with respect to Z as follows,
By using this equation, Equation (26) can be written as follows,
Here t ± (x ± ) is defined by
Furthermore we obtain the following equations by using Equations (27), (8) and (33),
The classical solution describing the dilaton vacuum (11) satisfies Equations (32), (36) and (37). If we require that the solution also satisfies (34), we find that t ± (x ± )
in Equation (34) should be given by,
By following the paper by J.G. Russo, L. Susskind and L. Thorlacius, 6 we consider the solution describing a charged shock wave collapsing into the dilaton vacuum (11) . On the matter trajectory x + = x + 0 , we consider the differential equations with respect to Σ ≡ ∂ + φ with the following functional coefficients
Note that the value of F +− jumps by the charged shock wave. Then the equation (37) becomes on the trajectory
Hereλ is defined by Equation (13) . The solution of this equation is given by,
The integration constant is fixed by the condition that Σ approachs ∂ + φ of the classical black hole solution (22) as x − → −∞. Analogously to CGHS case, 6 there appears a singularity at x − = − N 24λ 2 x + 0 except caseλ = 0, i.e., the case that the resulting black hole is extremal. The curve of singularity is given by 1 = N 24 e 2φ . In order to investigate the behavior of the curve, we consider the curves
where φ is a constant. Since
f ′ is given on the trajectory
which is negative near the singularity. Note that f ′ is proportional toλ 2 . Now we assume the dominant part of f ′ would be proportional toλ 2 even in the region
. Sinceλ 2 would increase exponentially due to the screening effect as x + increases, the sign of f ′ would turn to be negative and after that, its absolute value |f ′ | would also increase exponentially and x − -coordinate of the singularity would go to infinity. Therefore the decaying black hole could evolve into an object without singularity. More definite argument will be given elsewhere. 
with the boundary conditions (39) at x + = x The U(1) gauge symmetry can break down spontaneously by adding the Higgs fields action S H to the original action (1),
In the resulting theory, any charged black hole does not appear since the gauge fields A µ become massive. If we fix the U(1) gauge symmetry by the gauge condi-
the general solutions in the conformal gauge (2) are given by, 
